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Description

1

Luftwaffe Officers Summer Pattern Peaked Cap, black mohair band with bullion cap cockade. Tropical khaki cloth removable top with
tropical cloth backed bullion cap eagle having press stud fittings. Officers chin cords and pebbled buttons. Interior with brown leather
sweatband. Green cross hatching t ...[more]

2

Luftwaffe / Hitler Youth Flak Helpers M-43 Field Cap, Luftwaffe blue wool M-43 pattern field cap with two pebbled buttons to front. Bevo
woven HJ diamond insignia to the centre. Grey cloth lining to the interior with remains of ink stamping “Fl-Techn. Vorschule”. Some
staining and wear to the interi ...[more]

3

Third Reich NSDAP Political Leaders Reichsleiter Summer Pattern Peaked Cap, gilt metal NSDAP cap eagle, two piece gilt brass and
enamel NSDAP cap cockade fitted to the brown velvet central band. NSDAP pattern bullion cap cords. White wool top and gold bullion
aluminium piping to the border of centra ...[more]

4

Waffen-SS Feldgendarmerie Officers Peaked Cap, green / grey body with black felt central band. Officers cap cords and pebbled
buttons. Complete with metal Waffen-SS pattern cap eagle and skull. Orange piping to the crown and bordering central band. Grey
leather sweatband and red cloth lining to the ...[more]

5

Waffen-SS Artillery Officers Peaked Cap, green / grey wool body with black velvet central band. Red piping to the crown and bordering
the central band. Officers bullion cap cords with two pebbled side buttons. Zinc metal Waffen-SS style cap eagle and skull. Interior with
leather sweatband and cloth ...[more]

6

Hitler Youth Leaders Peaked Cap, tan cloth cap with brown wool central band having enamel Hitler Youth diamond to the centre. Silver
wire piping to the crown and bordering the central band. Officers cap cords with two side buttons. Brown peak with cross hatching to the
underside. Leather sweatband a ...[more]

7

Third Reich Prussian Officials High Leaders Peaked Cap, fine example constructed from black wool with gilt metal early pattern
Prussian eagle with sword and lighting bolts in talons with swastika to chest. Gilt metal closed wreath with central cockade. Gold wire
piping to the crown and bordering bla ...[more]

8

Waffen-SS Medical NCO’s Peaked Cap, green wool based cap with black wool central band and blue piping to the crown and central
band. NCO’s type strap with black domed buttons. Dark patina to the eagle and skull insignia. Brown leather sweatband with light cloth
lining and makers diamond.please make ...[more]

9

Allgemeine-SS Officers Summer Pattern Peaked Cap, white wool top with black piping to the crown. White piping bordering the black
velvet central band. Officers pattern chin cords and pebbled side buttons. SS pattern cap eagle and skull, showing dark patina. Interior
with sweatband having perforated ...[more]

10

Waffen-SS Signals Officers Peaked Cap, green / grey wool body with black velvet central band and lemon yellow piping to the crown
and bordering the central band. Aluminium Waffen-SS type cap skull and eagle (prongs damaged to the reverse of the eagle). Complete
with the officers cap cords and pebble ...[more]

11

Third Reich SA Standartenfuhrer Kepi, light brown cloth kepi with blue wool section (SA-Gruppe Hansa), aluminium twist cord wire
piping to the crown and bordering the central section with a thick line of silver brocade underneath. Aluminium kepi eagle and gilt metal
central pebbled button with thin ...[more]

12

Third Reich Deutsche Rotes Kreuz (D.R.K) Leaders Peaked Cap, grey wool body peaked cap with celluloid gilt piping to the crown and
bordering central band. Enamel German red cross cap insignia to the front with gilt metal two piece cockade. Gilt wire cap cords
supported by gilt metal pebbled side but ...[more]

13

Third Reich Customs Leaders Peaked Cap, green doeskin wool bodied cap with gilt bullion wire piping to the crown and bordering the
bottle green central band. Gilt metal customs officials eagle and two piece cockade. Gilt officers cap cords with gilt metal pebbled side
buttons. Grey leather sweatband ...[more]

14

Waffen-SS Pioneer Officers Peaked Cap, green / grey wool body with black velvet central band. Black piping to the crown and bordering
the central band. Zinc Waffen-SS pattern cap skull and eagle. Officers pattern chin cords with pebbled side buttons. Interior with tan
leather sweatband and lining ha ...[more]

15

Third Reich SA Standartenfuhrer Kepi, light tan cloth kepi with red central section (SA-Staff), twist cord piping to the crown, with cord
piping to the lower section and a thick section of brocade. Aluminium kepi eagle and single pebbled button. Thin brown leather
chinstrap. Interior with leather sw ...[more]

16

Third Reich NSDAP Ordensburgen Peaked Cap, light brown wool body with dark brown central band and golden yellow / orange piping
to the crown and bordering the central band. NSDAP pattern cap eagle and single enamelled NSDAP cockade. Celluloid officers pattern
chin cords and pebbled buttons. Interior ...[more]

17

German Army Generals Peaked Cap, green wool body with celluloid piping to the crown and bordering the bottle green central band.
Gilt metal cap eagle and two piece cockade. Gilt bullion cap cords with pebbled side buttons. Interior with grey leather sweatband and
green cloth lining. Celluloid makers ...[more]

18

Third Reich Police Gendarmerie Generals Peaked Cap, fine saddle shaped peaked cap with brown central band bordered with orange
piping. Gold wire piping to the crown of the cap. Single reichs cockade and gilt metal police cap eagle. Gilt officers pattern cap cords
with pebbled side buttons. Interior ...[more]

19

Third Reich Army Chaplain Generals Peaked Cap, green doeskin wool body with gold coloured celluloid piping to the crown and
bordering the lower section of the central band, upper section being piped in purple. Gilt metal cap eagle and two piece cockade with
Chaplains cross in between. Gilt officers ...[more]

20

Early Third Reich Peaked Cap, light tan wool peaked cap with blue / grey central band. Early pattern NSDAP eagle and single pebbled
button to centre. Brown leather sweatband and brown cloth lining to the interior. Size stamped “55”.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the ...[more]

21

Third Reich Army High Command Administration Officials Peaked Cap, green wool body with light grey central band. Gold bullion wire
piping to the crown and bordering the central band. Gold bullion wire Generals cap eagle and bullion wire cockade. Celluloid cap cords
with gilt pebbled buttons. Grey le ...[more]

22

Luftwaffe Forestry Officials Peaked Cap, fine quality blue grey wool cloth peaked cap in good saddle shape. Dark green piping to the
crown and central green band. Officers bullion wire cap eagle and forestry pattern cap cockade. Officers chin cords with pebbled side
buttons. Brown leather sweatband ...[more]

23

Luftwaffe Engineer NCO’s Summer Pattern Peaked Cap, black mohair band bordered in pink piping. Removable white top having
Luftwaffe cap eagle and aluminium cockade. Patent chinstrap with domed buttons. Interior with brown leather sweatband with perforated
forehead section. Cloth lining with plain ce ...[more]

24

Waffen-SS Panzer NCO’s Peaked Cap, field grey ribbed cloth body with black central band. Pink piping to the crown and bordering the
central band. Waffen-SS pattern cap eagle and skull showing dark patina. NCO’s pattern chinstrap and plain domed side buttons. Brown
leather sweatband and cloth lining ...[more]

25

Kriegsmarine Coastal Artillery Officers M-43 Field Cap, fine quality green mohair wool based cap with gold wire piping to the crown.
Bevo woven eagle and cockade insignia and gilt pebbled buttons to the front. Interior with blue satin cloth lining. Shows just light
wear.please make sure you have rea ...[more]

26

Third Reich SA Kepi, light tan cloth example with red central section, aluminium SA kepi eagle and single button. Metal edelweiss on red
felt diamond to side. Brown leather other ranks style strap. Interior with light tan sweatband and red cloth lining.please make sure you
have read and understood t ...[more]

27

Third Reich SA-Gruppe Alpenland M-43 Ski Cap, fine brown wool example with pink cloth top section. Aluminium cap eagle and two
brown painted front buttons. To the side is pink backed patch with metal edelweiss emblem. Interior with brown cloth lining and leather
forehead sweatband section, this bein ...[more]

28

Third Reich SA-Gruppe Alpenland Officers M-43 Ski Cap, fine brown wool example with pink cloth top section, piped in aluminium wire.
Metal cap eagle and two pebbled front buttons. To the side is pink backed patch with metal edelweiss emblem. Interior with brown cloth
lining, size stamped “56”. One s ...[more]

29

Third Reich Reichsarbeitsdienst (R.A.D) Officers M-43 Cap, brown wool example with aluminium wire piping to the crown. Bullion
embroidered RAD insignia to the front and single pebbled button. Brown cloth artificial silk lining, size stamped “57”. Good overall
condition.please make sure you have read ...[more]

30

German Afrika Korps D.A.K Field Cap, lightweight tropical cloth constructed field cap with army tropical pattern cap eagle and cockade.
Pink waffenfarbe to the top for Panzer troops. Red cloth lining to the interior with ink size stamp “59”.please make sure you have read
and understood the informati ...[more]

31

Hitler Youth M-43 Ski Cap, black M-43 pattern ski cap with two pebbled front buttons and enamel pin back Hitler Youth insignia. Black
cotton cloth lining to the interior and leather forehead sweatband section. Shows some service wear.please make sure you have read
and understood the information in t ...[more]

32

Hitler Youth Summer Pattern M-43 Ski Cap, produced in a lightweight white cloth with fitted cloth strap to the front. Bevo Hitler Youth
diamond insignia to the front. Interior with a thin grey leather sweatband. Hitler Youth RZM tag to the interior. Shows some wear but
generally good condition.pleas ...[more]

33

Third Reich Judicial Officials Headdress, black cloth example of this special pattern headdress worn by the Judicial officials during the
Third Reich era. Large bevo eagle insignia to the centre. Interior of black satin cloth lining with brown leather sweatband and tailors
label.please make sure you ...[more]

34

Luftwaffe Hermann Goring Division Overseas / Side Cap, blue / grey wool example with white piping to the curtain. Embroidered
Luftwaffe other ranks cap eagle and cockade to the centre. Interior of standard blue / grey cloth lining with ink manufactures stamp and
1940 date.please make sure you have r ...[more]

35

German Army Administration Generals Peaked Cap, fine quality doeskin wool cap with celluloid piping to the crown, grey cloth central
band piped in green and the gold celluloid. Gilt eagle and two piece cockade set. Celluloid cap cords with pebbled side buttons. Cap has
leather sweatband and cloth li ...[more]

36

German Army Propaganda Company Officers Peaked Cap, fine quality wool bodied peaked cap with grey piping to the crown and
bordering the central band. Cap is complete with cap eagle and special Erel pattern cockade with ventilated centre. Officers cap cords
with pebbled buttons. Interior with grey le ...[more]

37

Third Reich Ministry of Occupied Eastern Territories (R.M.B.O) Leaders Peaked Cap, fine example with high form shape. Light brown
body with chocolate brown central band. Cap is piped with celluloid gold piping to the crown and bordering the central band.
Embroidered celluloid Diplomatic service insi ...[more]

38

Waffen-SS KZ / Motor Reconnaissance NCO’s Peaked Cap, coarse field grey wool body with black felt central band. Copper brown
piping to the crown and bordering the central band. Zinc metal Waffen-SS cap eagle and skull, (one prong detached from reverse of the
eagle), patent chinstrap with plain domed ...[more]

39

Waffen-SS Panzer Officers Crusher Cap, grey / green wool body with black felt central band with pink piping to the crown and bordering
the central band. Frosted silver Waffen-SS pattern cap eagle and skull. Soft black leather peak. Interior with tan cloth lining and leather
sweatband. Remains of the ...[more]

40

Third Reich Hitler Youth Leaders Peaked Cap, brown cloth body with red piping to the crown, black cloth band with silver aluminium wire
piping borders. Frosted silver cap eagle and enamel HJ diamond device. Officers cap cords supported by pebbled side buttons. Tan
cloth lining with plain celluloid d ...[more]

41

Waffen-SS Officers Peaked Cap, good saddle shaped example in ribbed cloth with white piping to the crown and bordering the black
velvet band. Metal Waffen-SS pattern cap eagle and skull to the centre. Officers pattern chin cords supported by pebbled side buttons.
Brown leather sweatband with light c ...[more]

42

Third Reich Bahnschutz Leaders Peaked Cap, high form shaped cap in blue grey cloth with black velvet central band. Gold wire piping
to the crown and bordering the central band. Gilt metal special pattern cap eagle and two piece cockade. Golden officers cap cords
supported by pebbled side buttons. In ...[more]

43

Third Reich TENO (Technische Nothilfe) Leaders Peaked Cap, black wool body peaked cap with black velvet central band. Gold bullion
wire piping to the crown and bordering the central band. Bullion embroidered wire TENO pattern cap eagle and special pattern two piece
cockade. Officers gilt cap cords w ...[more]

44

Third Reich Police Administration Enlisted Mans / NCO’s Peaked Cap, constructed from Police Blue / Green wool with brown central
band, grey piping to the crown and bordering central band. Zinc metal cap eagle and separate cockade. Patent NCO’s pattern chinstrap
and black peak. Brown leather sweatban ...[more]

45

Third Reich NSDAP Judicial Branch Peaked Cap, tan wool body example with light brown central band. Dark blue piping to the crown
and bordering the central band. Gilt NSDAP cap eagle and two piece cap wreath with enamel centre. Celluloid chin cords with pebbled
side buttons. Brown leather sweatband a ...[more]

46

German Army Transportkorps Speer Peaked Cap, being a NSKK pattern peaked cap in light brown wool with chocolate brown central
band and piping. Aluminium German army pattern cap eagle and two piece cockade. NCO’s patent chinstrap with plain domed side
buttons. Brown leather sweatband and dark cloth l ...[more]

47

Third Reich SA Marine Peaked Cap, dark navy blue wool peaked cap with black mohair band and bullion embroidered naval style cap
wreath with metal SA short winged eagle to the centre. Patent chinstrap with plain domed buttons and peak with trim. Interior with grey
leather sweatband and blue quilted l ...[more]

48

Third Reich Reichsbahn Generals Peaked Cap, fine doeskin field grey wool example with good high form saddle shape. Bullion
embroidered organisation insignia with Erel pattern cockade, the centre roundel being vented. Gold celluloid piping to the crown and
bordering the black central band. Gold offic ...[more]

49

German Army Medical Generals Peaked Cap, fine high form green wool peaked cap with gold aluminium piping to the crown and blue
piping bordering the central band. Gilt aluminium cap eagle and two piece cap wreath. Gold bullion cap cords with two gilded pebbled
side buttons. Brown leather sweatband an ...[more]

50

Waffen-SS Artillery Crusher Cap, green / grey wool body with black velvet central band, red piping to the crown and bordering the
central band. Metal Waffen-SS pattern cap eagle and skull. Soft black leather crusher peak. Brown leather sweatband and cloth lining
with ink size stamp “57”.please make ...[more]

51

Waffen-SS Generals Peaked Cap, high form, fine doeskin field grey wool peaked cap with black velvet central band. Aluminium wire
piping to the crown and bordering the central band. Officers pattern chin cords with pebbled side buttons. Silvered officers Waffen-SS
pattern cap eagle and skull badges t ...[more]

52

German Army Generals Peaked Cap, field grey doeskin wool cap with gold bullion wire piping to the crown, lower part of the central
band and green piping to the top section of the central band. Bullion wire army generals cap eagle and bullion generals cap cockade
with metal roundel. Gold bullion gene ...[more]

53

Third Reich Hitler Youth Generals Peaked Cap, light tan cloth body with black velvet central band. Gold bullion wire piping to the crown
and bordering the central band. Silvered short winged cap eagle and enamel Hitler Youth diamond insignia. Generals pattern cap cords
with gilded pebbled side butto ...[more]

54

Third Reich NSDAP Eastern Territories Gauleitung Peaked Cap, field grey wool bodied peaked cap with red piping to the crown and
bordering the central brown velvet band. Gilt metal NSDAP pattern cap eagle and two piece NSDAP pattern cockade with enamel
roundel, small split to the weak point in the ce ...[more]

55

Kriegsmarine Summer Pattern Captains Peaked Cap, blue wool body with black mohair band having bullion wire Kriegsmarine cap
cockade. Removable white top with gilt metal cap eagle fitted. Felt peak with row of bullion oak leaves. Kriegsmarine pattern chinstrap
with gilt anchor side buttons. Tan leath ...[more]

56

Early Pattern Hitler Youth Peaked Cap, light tan cloth peaked cap with green piping to the crown. Early pattern short winged NSDAP
/SA type cap eagle and enamel HJ diamond insignia. Brown chinstrap with plain domed buttons. Leather sweatband to the interior and
cloth lining.please make sure you have ...[more]

57

Third Reich SA Kepi, brown cloth example with red felt top section. Black and white twist cord piping and thin section of brocade. Zinc
political style cap eagle and single front button. Complete with strap. Interior with brown leather sweatband and orange cloth lining.
Shows light wear.please make ...[more]

58

Third Reich High Command / Staff Leaders Kepi, brown cloth example with red wool top section, gilt twist cord piping to the crown and
gold brocade to the lower section with single gilt button. Complete with chinstrap. Interior with leather sweatband and orange cloth lining
having diamond with gilt l ...[more]

59

German Army Mountain Troops (Gebirgsjäger) Officers M-43 Field Cap, field grey doeskin wool body with silver aluminium wire piping
and metal edelweiss insignia to the side. Cloth lining to the interior with ink stamps.please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction infor ...[more]

60

Waffen-SS Tropical M-43 Field Cap, tropical cloth field cap with bevo tropical pattern Waffen-SS skull. Cloth lined interior with inked RBNr number. Shows wear.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD ...[more]

61

Waffen-SS M-43 Enlisted Mans Field Cap, field grey Italian cloth cap with machine embroidered one piece Waffen-SS eagle and skull
insignia. Grey cloth lining to the interior with ink size stamp “57”.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the
auction information pagePLEASE M ...[more]

62

Special Pattern Reichsarbeitsdienst (R.A.D) 1936 Olympics Games “Robin Hood” Pattern Cap, white cloth example with gold aluminium
wire piping to the curtain and on the peak. Brown wool central band with enamel RAD headdress badge. Brown leather sweatband with
white cloth lining to the interior. Enam ...[more]

63

Third Reich SA- Wehrmannschaften Field Cap, brown wool based M-43 pattern field cap with silver aluminium wire piping to the crown.
Bevo woven SA insignia on brown cloth backing. Interior with leather forehead section and cloth lining. Shows some wear.please make
sure you have read and understood th ...[more]

64

Third Reich Reichsarbeitsdienst (R.A.D) Officers M-43 Field Cap, lightweight summer pattern field cap in tropical cloth. Silver aluminium
wire to the crown and front section of the central area. Bevo woven metallic officers RAD insignia and two pebbled front buttons. Interior
with grey leather foreh ...[more]

65

Third Reich Police M-43 Field Cap, blue / grey wool field cap with single button front. Green piped crown and front flap. Bevo police
eagle to the front. Interior with black sweatband and cloth lining. Makers diamond to the centre.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the ...[more]

66

Luftwaffe Flak Helpers M-43 Field Cap, Luftwaffe blue / grey wool field cap with embroidered Luftwaffe eagle to the centre. Two button
front. Grey cloth lining to the interior with stamped size, RBNR number and 1944.please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction informa ...[more]

67

Allgemeine-SS M-18 Austrian Transitional Steel Helmet, M-18 pattern Austrian type shell with black painted exterior and interior. Helmet
has SS and party shield decals. Interior with a WW2 style leather liner and leather chinstrap. Helmet with RZM label fitted to the skirt
and painted “264”. Some ru ...[more]

68

Allgemeine-SS M-16 Transitional Steel Helmet, M-16 pattern helmet shell with black painted exterior and interior. Painted SS runes in
double circle to one side and swastika to the other. Leather liner band and three leather pad liner system.please make sure you have
read and understood the informati ...[more]

69

Luftwaffe Camouflaged Paratroopers Steel Helmet, short fallschirmjager style steel helmet with Luftwaffe decal to side and thick green
and brown camouflage paint finish to the exterior. Interior with leather liner and harness strap system. Rubber spacers between liner
and shell.please make sure you ...[more]

70

Luftwaffe Camouflaged Paratroopers Steel Helmet, standard pattern design fallschirmjager style steel helmet with a rough textured
camouflage paint finish to the exterior of the shell. Complete with a brown leather liner and leather harness pattern chinstrap. Rubber
pads between liner and shell.pleas ...[more]

71

Luftwaffe Tropical Camouflaged Paratroopers Steel Helmet, standard pattern design fallschirmjager style helmet with Luftwaffe decal to
the side and tropical camouflaged paint finish to the exterior of the shell. Leather liner and harness type chinstraps to the interior.
Rubber pads between liner and ...[more]

72

Luftwaffe Double Decal Paratroopers Steel Helmet, standard pattern design fallschirmjager style helmet with Luftwaffe decal to one side
and tri-colour decal to the other. Dark blue / grey paint finish to the shell. Leather liner system with harness pattern chinstrap. Rubber
pads between liner and sh ...[more]

73

German Army M-42 Steel Combat Helmet, dark field grey paint finish to the shell with German army pattern single decal. Fitted with a
camouflage netting and motorcyclist / dust goggles. Leather liner and chinstrap to the interior.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the au ...[more]

74

Waffen-SS M-40 Double Decal Steel Helmet, standard model 40 steel combat helmet retaining much of the field paint finish. To one
side is a Waffen-SS decal and the other a party shield. Helmet has been fitted with a chicken wire camouflage cover. Leather liner and
chinstrap to the interior. Painted t ...[more]

75

Waffen-SS M-40 Single Decal Steel Combat Helmet, standard model M-40 steel combat helmet with rough textured field grey combat
paint finish. Helmet has a single Waffen-SS decal to the side. Leather liner and chinstrap to the interior. Shell stamped “Q66” and
“DN521”.please make sure you have read an ...[more]

76

Hitler Youth / DJ Fire Brigade Helmet, black painted civilian pattern steel helmet with HJ diamond decal to one side and single rune
decal to the other. Civilian pattern leather liner to the interior and damaged leather strap.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the aucti ...[more]

77

Luftwaffe M-40 Double Decal Steel Combat Helmet, having Luftwaffe blue / grey paint finish to the shell. Luftwaffe decal to one side and
painted tri-colour to the other. Complete with its leather liner and damaged leather chinstrap. Shell stamped “Q68” and “99”.please make
sure you have read and und ...[more]

78

WW2 American War Art Czechoslovakian Vz-32 Steel Helmet, interesting example of the standard model Czech army steel combat
helmet which has been taken as a souvenir by an American GI and the exterior has been repainted a dark brown and with American
divisional badge, allied & axis flags, US medal ri ...[more]

79

Third Reich Deutsche Rotes Kreuz (D.R.K) Enlisted Ranks Overseas / Side Cap, blue grey wool example with bevo insignia of the
organisation to the side and bevo cockade on grey backing to the front. Cloth lining to the interior with size stamp “57”. Good
condition.please make sure you have read and u ...[more]

80

Third Reich Deutsche Rotes Kreuz (D.R.K) Enlisted Ranks M-43 Field Cap, blue / grey wool cap with two button front. Enamel German
red cross insignia to the front of the cap. Interior with ersatz style sweatband and grey cloth lining. Some wear but generally good
condition.please make sure you have r ...[more]

81

Luftwaffe Tropical (D.A.K) M-41 Field Cap, light khaki cotton twill field cap with machine embroidered Luftwaffe triangular cap eagle and
separate cockade. Aluminium side gromets and green cloth lining to the interior. Size stamped “57”. Little to no wear.please make sure
you have read and understoo ...[more]

82

German Army Afrika Korps (D.A.K) Chaplains Officers M-41 Field Cap, olive drab tropical cloth body cap with silver aluminium wire
piping to the crown and bordering the front middle section. Bevo Afrika Korps pattern cap eagle and cockade with bullion embroidered
chaplains cross between the eagle and ...[more]

83

Luftwaffe M-42 Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, raw edge pattern German steel helmet with a Luftwaffe eagle decal and a
Normandy style camouflage paint finish to the exterior. Helmet is complete with a leather liner and chinstrap. Shell is stamped “NS64”
and “0716”. Some wear and chipping to the ext ...[more]

84

German Waffen-SS Double Decal Steel Combat Helmet, M-35 pattern German steel combat helmet with a dark black painted finish to
the shell. One side is a Waffen-SS helmet decal and the other side a party shield decal. Helmet is complete with leather liner and
chinstrap. Ink stamping to the inside of t ...[more]

85

Waffen-SS Single Decal Steel Combat Helmet, M-40 pattern steel combat helmet retaining much of the dark field grey combat paint
finish. Single Waffen-SS decal to one side. Complete with its leather liner which shows some wear and flaking to the edges. Shell
stamped “Q66” and “T1467”.please make sure ...[more]

86

Waffen-SS Single Decal Normandy Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, M-42 pattern steel combat helmet with remains of the
Normandy pattern camouflage paint finish to the exterior of the shell. Single Waffen-SS runes decal to one side. Complete with leather
liner. Painted name to the rear skirt “Althoff” ...[more]

87

Luftwaffe Eastern Front Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, M-35 pattern German combat helmet with a white wash camouflaged paint
finish and chicken wire half basket camouflage cover. Some of the Luftwaffe blue paint finish can be seen underneath the white wash.
Interior retains its leather liner and a ...[more]

88

Waffen-SS Single Decal Steel Combat Helmet, M-40 pattern steel combat helmet retaining much of the dark field grey combat paint
finish. Single Waffen-SS decal to one side. Complete with its leather liner which shows some wear and flaking to the edges. Shell
stamped “T4062” and painted to the rear sk ...[more]

89

Waffen-SS Single Decal Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, M-40 pattern steel combat helmet with a rough textured striped
camouflage paint finish. Waffen-SS decal appearing under a camouflage paint section. Leather liner to the interior and leather chinstrap.
Helmet shows wear to both interior and exte ...[more]

90

German Army Mountain Troops (Gebirgsjäger) Officers Camouflaged Field Cap, white cloth single button M-43 style field cap with
aluminium piping to the crown and metal edelweiss badge to the side. White cloth lined interior with size stamp “58”.please make sure
you have read and understood the inform ...[more]

91

Waffen-SS Camouflaged Field Cap, autumn oakleaf camouflage pattern with clear evidence where insignia has been removed from the
front and side. Interior with grey cloth lining and ink stamps. Cap shows wear.please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction information page ...[more]

92

German Army Panzer M-43 Field Cap, coarse black wool body with two button front. Bevo one piece Panzer pattern eagle and cockade
cap insignia. Grey lining to the interior with remains of ink stamps. Cap shows wear and staining.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the auct ...[more]

93

SA-Wehrmannschaften Officers Einheitsfeldmutze, light brown wool body cap with double front curtain. Aluminium twist wire piping to
the crown and bevo brown backed SA cap eagle to the front. Brown cotton lining with ink size stamp to the interior.please make sure
you have read and understood the inf ...[more]

94

Third Reich TENO (Technische Nothilfe) Officers Einheitsfeldmutze, field green / grey wool body cap with single button front. Bevo
metallic weave cap insignia for the organisation. Aluminium wire piping to the crown of the cap. Interior with grey cloth lining having size
stamp “57”.please make sure ...[more]

95

Privately Tailored German Army M-43 Pattern Field Cap, lightweight field grey cloth cap with two button front. Bevo one piece German
army cap eagle and cockade insignia to the front. Interior with fine quality lining and chamois forehead section sweatband. Cap shows
service wear.please make sure you ...[more]

96

Waffen-SS Winter Pattern Rabbit Fur Field Cap, fine example in field green / grey wool with rabbit fur covered front and ear flaps.
Waffen-SS pattern cap eagle to the front. Quilted lining to the interior with ink stamps.please make sure you have read and understood
the information in the auction in ...[more]

97

Kriegsmarine Summer Pattern Overseas / Side Cap with U-Boat Tradition Badge, white cotton twill overseas cap with machine
embroidered blue on white cap eagle and machine embroidered cockade. Directly embroidered to the side of the cap is the famous
Swordfish U-Boat squadron tradition badge. Coarse l ...[more]

98

German Army Splinter Pattern Camouflaged Hood, lightweight cloth hood produced in the German army splinter pattern camouflage.
With cloth ties and a snap button fastener.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information
pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UN ...[more]

99

Luftwaffe M-40 Normandy Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, with spray pattern camouflage paint finish with Luftwaffe eagle decal
showing underneath the paint. Wire camouflage basket to the exterior of the shell. Complete with leather liner and chinstrap. Shows
wear to the interior and exterior.please ...[more]

100

Third Reich SA Steel Helmet, black painted M-18 style steel helmet adapted for civilian use with vented side vents. Black painted shell
with eagle decal and SA decal to the sides. Civilian style leather liner to the interior and leather chinstrap. Some dents and areas of
paint loss etc to the exteri ...[more]

101

Italian Waffen-SS Volunteers Steel Helmet, Italian model steel combat helmet retaining olive green paint finish to the exterior and
interior of the shell. One side has an Italian style Waffen-SS helmet decal and the other side decal shield in the form of the Italian
national colours. Interior with b ...[more]

102

Waffen-SS Double Decal M-35 Steel Combat Helmet, good combat worn steel helmet with dark field grey paint finish. To one side is a
Waffen-SS decal and the other side has party shield decal. Helmet is complete with its leather liner and chinstrap. Shell stamped “ET6-“
and “3082”. Shows some wear to t ...[more]

103

Luftwaffe Paratroopers Camouflaged Steel Helmet, standard pattern shell with Luftwaffe decal to the side and the exterior has been
overpainted in a tan water style camouflage paint scheme. Helmet is complete with its special pattern liner system and harness
chinstrap. Rubber pads between liner and s ...[more]

104

Kriegsmarine Double Decal M-40 Pattern Steel Combat Helmet, large size shell with dark field grey paint finish to the exterior and
interior of the shell. Kriegsmarine pattern helmet decal to one side and national tri-colour to the other. Helmer is complete with a leather
liner system and a chinstrap ...[more]

105

German Army M-17 Transitional Steel Helmet, retaining the field grey / green paint finish to the exterior and interior of the shell. German
eagle political style decal and tri-colour decal. Complete with metal liner band and three pad Imperial style liner system, one pad
detached. Leather chinstrap ...[more]

106

Double Decal Police M-35 Combat Helmet, apple green paint to the exterior and interior of the shell. Police pattern decal and party
shield decal to the sides. Interior with leather liner system and leather chinstrap. Ink stamping to the inside of the shell. Shell stamped
“T64” and “3114”.please make ...[more]

107

Waffen-SS M-40 Single Decal Steel Combat Helmet, having a dark field grey paint finish to the exterior and interior of the shell. WaffenSS runes decal to the side and a rusted chicken wire camouflage cover fitted. Interior with leather liner and leather chinstrap. Shell
stamped “ET64” and “4891”.pl ...[more]

108

German Organisation Todt M-42 Steel Combat Helmet, having dark field grey combat paint finish to the interior and exterior of the shell.
To each side of the shell are Organisation Todt decals. Complete with leather liner system and chinstrap. Shell with stampings to the
rear skirt, but these are not ...[more]

109

Deutsche Rotes Kreuz (D.R.K) Steel Helmet, being a gladiator pattern helmet with dark blue paint finish to the exterior and interior of the
shell. German Red Cross decal to one side and party shield decal to the other side. Leather civilian pattern liner system and leather
chinstrap. Liner with inke ...[more]

110

German Army Normandy Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, M-35 pattern steel combat helmet with single German army decal to the
side. Helmet has a three tone spray camouflage paint scheme to the exterior which is typical of those helmets associated with the
Normandy campaign. Leather liner to the interi ...[more]

111

Hitler Youth Boys Field Cap, navy blue wool field cap with two button front. Bevo woven HJ diamond insignia to the front. Interior with a
tan sweatband and black cloth lining. Remains of ink stamps can be seen in the interior.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the aucti ...[more]

112

German Army Mountain Troops Officers Bergmutze, fine doeskin wool in field grey with two pebbled button front. Metallic wire one piece
“T” shaped officers cap insignia to the front and metal edelweiss badge to the side. Officers aluminium wire piping to the crown. Interior
of the cap with green arti ...[more]

113

German Army Feldgendarmerie Overseas / Side Cap, field grey wool example with bevo army pattern side cap eagle and cockade.
Orange soutache over the cockade. Cloth lining to the interior with ink size stamp “58”. Shows some wear and staining to the
interior.please make sure you have read and underst ...[more]

114

Luftwaffe Officers M-43 Field Cap, blue / grey Luftwaffe ribbed cloth body with silver aluminium wire to the crown. Officers bullion cap
eagle and bullion officers cockade. Two button front. Interior with brown leather sweatband and officers blue artificial silk lining, with size
“58” stamp. Cap sho ...[more]

115

Allgemeine-SS Officers Kepi, black wool cloth body with silver twist cord piping to the central section. Early SS/SA kepi eagle with shield
below having Free City of Danzig coat of arms and then an early pattern jawless skull. Patent chinstrap with two plain domed side
buttons. Brown leather sweatba ...[more]

116

German Army Chaplains Peaked Cap, field grey wool example with bottle green central band. Purple piping to the crown and bordering
the central band. Bullion officers cap cockade, frosted silver cap eagle and chaplains brass cross between the two. Officers cap cords
with pebbled side buttons. Tan lea ...[more]

117

Third Reich TENO (Technische Nothilfe) Field Cap, black cloth body with two button front. Black and white twist cord piping to the crown
of the cap. Metallic wire TENO insignia on blue backing. Interior of the cap with blue artificial silk lining. Some staining and wear.please
make sure you have rea ...[more]

118

Late War German Army M-43 Field Cap, fine example produced in Italian field grey cloth with machine embroidered late war pattern one
piece eagle and cockade insignia. Two button front. Artificial silk cloth lining to the interior with ink stampings. Some staining to the
interior but exterior remains ...[more]

119

Un-issued SS Officers Overseas / Side Cap, black wool example with silver aluminium wire piping to the fold. Totenkopf skull pebbled
button to the front. Paper manufactures label stitched to the rear. Black cloth lining to the interior with SS RZM label stitched in.please
make sure you have read and ...[more]

120

SS-VT Overseas / Side Cap, earth brown wool base with metal SA/SS style early eagle insignia fitted to triangle patch and mounted to
the side of the cap. Totenkopf skull to the centre of pebbled front button. Interior in brown cloth with large SS RZM label stitched in. Size
stamped “58”. Very little ...[more]

121

Third Reich Panzer Signals Officers Overseas / Side Cap, black wool bodied example with aluminium wire to the front section and to the
crown. Bevo panzer black backed enlisted mans side cap eagle and black backed cockade with lemon yellow soutache. Grey cloth
lining to the interior. Cap shows some w ...[more]

122

Kriegsmarine Officers Overseas / Side Cap, blue wool body with gold aluminium wire piping to the curtain. Celluloid embroidered
officers eagle and bullion wire cockade roundel. Black cloth lining with white issue marks.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the auction info ...[more]

123

Luftwaffe Other Ranks Overseas / Side Cap, worn example of the drillich cloth other ranks side cap with machine embroidered Luftwaffe
cap eagle and separate roundel cockade. Stampings to the interior lining. Clear fading and wear to the exterior.please make sure you
have read and understood the info ...[more]

124

German Kriegsmarine Veterans Overseas / Side Cap, American cut example in blue cloth with golden piping to the curtain. Iron Cross
within wreath insignia to the side of the cap. Sweatband and cotton lining to the interior. Philadelphia tailors label to the interior.please
make sure you have read and ...[more]

125

Possible NSKK Overseas / Side Cap, unusual cap being constructed from brown wool curtain with black wool body and yellow piping.
Yellow cotton cloth lining with leather forehead sweatband section. No insignia present. Unsure of organisation.please make sure you
have read and understood the informati ...[more]

126

German Army Double Decal Paratrooper Steel Combat Helmet, being the special early pattern shell with slotted cut outs to the lower
edge. German army eagle decal and national tri-colour decals. Shell with early apple green paint finish. Leather liner system and leather
harness pattern chinstraps with ...[more]

127

Luftwaffe Double Decal Steel Combat Helmet, being standard design example with apple green paint finish to the shell. Luftwaffe eagle
decal and national tri-colour decal. Interior with leather liner system and harness pattern chinstraps. Rubber pads between liner and
shell. Shell stamped “ET71” and ...[more]

128

German Army Afrika Korps (D.A.K) Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, M-35 pattern combat helmet which has a thick rough textured
tropical paint finish to the exterior of the shell. Single German army decal to the side. Helmet is complete with leather liner and chinstrap.
Painted to the rear skirt is “L ...[more]

129

German Afrika Korps (D.A.K) Camouflaged Steel Combat Helmet, M-35 pattern helmet shell which has a matt tropical paint finish to the
exterior of the shell. Painted to one side is a palm tree and swastika insignia, the other side painted with a unit identification. Helmet is
complete with leather lin ...[more]

130

Austrian Model M16/17 Transitional Steel Combat Helmet, dark black painted finish with German army single decal. Aluminium band to
the interior but no liner. Shell has remains of a varnish covering. Decal flaking in places.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the auction ...[more]

131

Kriegsmarine Tropical Officers Overseas / Side Cap, tropical cloth example with golden piping to the curtain. Machine embroidered
tropical backed cap insignia to the centre and embroidered roundel bordered in golden yellow. Green cotton lining to the interior with ink
stamps.please make sure you hav ...[more]

132

Waffen-SS Single Decal Steel Combat Helmet, M-42 pattern steel helmet with dark field grey paint finish to the shell. Complete with
Waffen-SS decal to the side. Helmet is complete with its leather liner and chinstrap. Shell stamped “EF66” and “0840”. Well worn
example with damage to the liner system ...[more]

133

Third Reich Gau Level Summer Pattern NSDAP Political Leaders Peaked Cap, fine quality white cloth top with red piping to the crown
and bordering brown velvet central band. Celluloid cap cords with gilt pebbled buttons. Interior with brown leather sweatband and white
satin cloth lining. Celluloid dia ...[more]

134

Third Reich Rural Police Enlisted Ranks Peaked Cap, police green wool body with dark orange piping to the crown and bordering brown
felt central band. Aluminium police cap eagle and metal single cockade. Patent enlisted ranks / NCO’s type chinstrap and plain domed
side buttons. Interior with brown l ...[more]

135

Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories (RMBO) Officers Peaked Cap, light brown cloth top with silver bullion wire to the
crown and bordering the chocolate brown central band. Bullion wire diplomatic service eagle and cockade with pronounced roundel.
Officers pattern chin cords with pebb ...[more]

136

Allgemeine-SS Enlisted Ranks Kepi, black wool kepi having black and white twist cord piping to the crown. Early style SA/SS kepi eagle
and early pattern jawless skull. Interior with brown leather sweatband and black cloth lining. Diamond with gilt leaf SS runes. RZM label
to underside of the sweatba ...[more]

137

Third Reich Land Customs Officials Einheitsfeldmutze, dark green wool body with aluminium wire piping to the crown. Bevo weave one
piece eagle and cockade “T” shaped insignia. Two button front. Brown leather sweatband and cloth lining to the interior. Cap shows
service wear.please make sure you have ...[more]

138

Third Reich Diplomatic Officials Summer Pattern Peaked Cap, white cloth toped peaked cap with gold coloured aluminium piping
bordering green felt central band. White backed bullion embroidered cap eagle and bullion embroidered on green cap wreath. Gilt cap
cords with pebbled side buttons. Interior w ...[more]

139

Third Reich NSDAP Kreisleitung Political Leaders Peaked Cap, light tan coloured wool peaked cap with white piping to the crown and
bordering central band. Gilt NSDAP pattern cap eagle and enamelled swastika roundel cockade. Gilt cap cords and pebbled side
buttons. Brown leather sweatband with large ...[more]

140

German Afrika Korps Officers M-41 Field Cap, ribbed tropical twill cloth cap with aluminium wire piping to the crown and to the centre
section. Tropical pattern bevo cap eagle and cockade to the front. Red cloth lining to the interior. Some signs of age wear.please make
sure you have read and unders ...[more]

141

Third Reich SA Staff Standartenfuhrer Kepi, light tan cloth kepi with red upper section and bullion wire piping to the crown, lower middle
and row of thick brocade. Single pebbled button to the front. Red backed bullion embroidered eagle to the front. SA pattern leather strap
and plain domed side bu ...[more]

142

Third Reich SA Gruppe Hochland Standartenfuhrer Kepi, light brown wool body with light blue / grey central section, having aluminium
twist wire piping to the crown, black and silver twist piping to the middle and row of brocade. Single pebbled button to the front and SA
style metal eagle. Interior w ...[more]

143

Luftwaffe Air Traffic Control NCO’s Peaked Cap, standard Luftwaffe blue grey wool cap with black mohair central band. Green piping to
the crown and bordering the central band. Aluminium cap eagle and cockade. Patent chinstrap with plain domed buttons. Sweatband to
the interior and officers style clo ...[more]

144

1936 Berlin Olympics Officials Peaked Cap, white cloth body with golden yellow piping to the crown. Enamelled Olympics rings badge
and white metal “XI” cipher. Golden cap cords and pebbled side buttons. Interior with tan leather sweatband and cloth lining. Ink
stampings to the inside of the cap.plea ...[more]

145

Waffen-SS Handschar Division Fez, red felt fez with evidence of where Waffen-SS insignia has been removed. Complete with black
tassel to the top. Interior with leather sweatband which is inked “DACHAU CONCENTRATION CAMP GERMANY”. Some wear to the
sweatband with cracking and it coming away in places. ...[more]

146

German POW’s M-43 Style Field Cap, heavy grey wool cap with two button front. Stencilled to the peak is “POW”. Grey cloth lining to
the interior with ink stamps, including “POW CAMP 14 DACHAU”. Shows some wear.please make sure you have read and understood
the information in the auction information p ...[more]

147

Third Reich Schutzpolizei Crusher Cap, police blue / green wool body with green piping to the crown and bordering the brown felt
central band. Bevo woven cap eagle and single metal cap roundel. Soft black leather crusher peak. Brown leather sweatband and
brown cloth lining. Ink stamping to the insid ...[more]

148

Third Reich Deutsche Arbeitsfront (D.A.F) Overseas / Side Cap, navy blue wool cap with sky blue piping to the crown and curtain. Plain
pebbled buttons to the front. Black cloth lining with leather forehead sweatband section. DAF label stitched into the inside of the cap.
Remains in very good conditi ...[more]

149

Third Reich Police Overseas / Side Cap, dark blue wool body cap with bevo Police pattern eagle insignia to the side. Interior with blue
cloth artificial silk lining. Ink size stamp “54” to the inside. Generally good condition.please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the aucti ...[more]

150

Third Reich Army Generals White Top Peaked Cap, interesting example of an Army generals peaked cap with the top being in white
cloth, gold wire piping bordering the green central band. Gilt metal cap eagle and metal two piece cockade. Golden cap cords with
pebbled side buttons. Interior with grey le ...[more]

151

3x Waffen-SS Bevo Cuff Titles, all being full length examples for SS-Feldgendarmerie, Reinhard Heydrich and Hohenstaufen. (3
items)please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDIN ...[more]

152

2x Third Reich Cuff Titles, being a brown cloth example with metallic weave “Arbeitsbereich Osten der NSDAP”. The other orange cloth
with bullion embroidered “Stabswache Rohm”. Both being full length. (2 items)please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction information p ...[more]

153

Third Reich Officers “AFRIKA” Campaign Cuff Title, bullion embroidered AFRIKA with palm trees on tropical cloth. Full length example.
Shows wear.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE
YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION ...[more]

154

Luftwaffe Fallschirmjager Regiment 2 Cuff Title, green felt cuff title with machine embroidered in gothic script “Fallschirm-Jager Rgt.2”.
Slightly shortened.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE
SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THI ...[more]

155

Waffen-SS Der Fuhrer Cuff Title, black cloth example with machine embroidered “Der Fuhrer” to the centre in gothic script. Metallic wire
border. SS RZM label to the reverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information
pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND ...[more]

156

2x Third Reich Cuff Titles, being a thick bevo woven example with the centre being in gothic script “L.S. Warndienst” and the other being
machine embroidered yellow lettering on navy blue “hj-Streifendienst”. (2 items)please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction infor ...[more]

157

2x Third Reich Armbands, blue wool with gold brocade borders and bevo railways badge to the centre for “RBD Regensburg”.
Accompanied by a blue cotton armband with machine embroidered golden Police eagle and “Wasserschutzpolizei” “Kiel”. Both show
wear. (2 items)please make sure you have read and und ...[more]

158

Kriegsmarine U-Boat Combat Clasp in Bronze, complete with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Marked to the reverse “EN W
PEEKHAUS BERLIN – AUSF SCHWERIN BERLIN SW 68”.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the
auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UND ...[more]

159

Third Reich Heer / Waffen-SS General Assault Combat Badge for 75 Engagements, two piece example with pin and catch fixing to the
reverse. Hollow back example.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THI ...[more]

160

Kriegsmarine U-Boat Combat Badge, gilt brass example with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Stamped to the reverse “79”.please
make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ
AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDINGThis au ...[more]

161

Third Reich Hitler Youth Reichssieger 1938 Award Badge, gilt and enamel multipiece example with pin and catch fixing to the reverse.
Maker marked for “G BREHMER MARKNEUKIRCHEN”.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction
information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ ...[more]

162

Kriegsmarine Narvik Campaign Shield, gilt metal example on navy blue backing cloth. Backing plate to the reverse.please make sure
you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND
UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDINGThis auction comp ...[more]

163

German Army (Heer) / Waffen-SS Demjansk Campaign Shield, metal shield mounted onto field grey cloth backing. Paper backing to the
reverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE ...[more]

164

German Army (Heer) / Waffen-SS Silver Grade Close Combat Clasp, complete with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Marked to the
reverse “FEC W E PEEKHAUS BERLIN – AUSF A G M u.K CABLONZ”.please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YO ...[more]

165

Luftwaffe Glider Pilots Qualification Badge, two piece example, complete with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Stamped to the
reverse of the eagle “W DEUMER LUDENSCHELD”. Some oxidisation to the wreath.please make sure you have read and understood
the information in the auction information pageP ...[more]

166

Third Reich NSDAP 25 Year Long Service Medal, thick type gilt and enamel medal complete with ribbon.please make sure you have
read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD
THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDINGThis auction comprises a priva ...[more]

167

German Army (Heer) / Waffen-SS Honour Roll Clasp, gilt metal swastika within oakleaves wreath mounted to a piece of Iron Cross 2nd
class medal ribbon.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE
SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORM ...[more]

168

Luftwaffe Short Range Day Fighter Operational Clasp, being a silver grade example. Two piece example. Complete with pin and catch
fixing. No makers mark.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE
SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INF ...[more]

169

Luftwaffe 18 Years Long Service Cross, having blue court mounted ribbon bar with frosted silver Luftwaffe eagle device. Accompanied
by another 18 year armed forces service cross having army silvered example to the ribbon. (2 items)please make sure you have read
and understood the information in the ...[more]

170

Luftwaffe Retired Pilots Badge, complete with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. No makers mark.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS
INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDINGThis auction comprises a private ...[more]

171

Luftwaffe Short Range Night Fighter Operational Clasp, having the blackened central wreath. Two piece example. Complete with pin
and catch fixing to the reverse. Un-maker marked example.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the
auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU ...[more]

172

German Armed Forces 25 Year Long Service Cross, gilt metal example with blue ribbon having gilt eagle mounted.please make sure
you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND
UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDINGThis auction compris ...[more]

173

Kriegsmarine Blockade Breakers Award Badge, complete with pin and catch fixing. Maker marked “FEC.OTTO PLACZEK BERLIN
AUF.SCHWERIN BERLIN” to the reverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information
pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS IN ...[more]

174

Luftwaffe Kuban Campaign Shield, gilt brass example on Luftwaffe blue / grey cloth backing. Complete with backing plate and paper to
the reverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE
YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION ...[more]

175

Luftwaffe Paratroopers Qualification Badge, two piece example, complete with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Stamped “OM” to the
reverse of the diving eagle.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD ...[more]

176

Free State of Danzig Red Cross Award, gilt brass and enamel medal with Red Cross to centre and coat of arms of the free city of
Danzig to the top. Complete with ribbon.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information
pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDE ...[more]

177

German Army (Heer) / Waffen-SS Panzer Assault Badge for 25 Engagements, silver grade two piece example. Complete with thin
needle pin and catch to the reverse. Un-maker marked example.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the
auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HA ...[more]

178

German Army Panzer Brigade “Feldherrnhalle” Cuff Title, full length example with silver wire thread border and machine embroidered
gothic script lettering to the centre.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information
pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UND ...[more]

179

2x German Army (Heer) / Waffen-SS Infantry Assault Combat Badges, both being silver grade examples. One hollow back and the
other solid back. Both with pin and catch fixings to the reverse. (2 items)please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction information pagePLEASE M ...[more]

180

Luftwaffe Short Range Day Fighters Operational Flying Clasp, in a copper gold finish. Two piece example with pin and catch fixing to the
reverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION ...[more]

181

6x Third Reich Enamel Badges, various organisations, including Deutsches Rotes Kreuz, NSFK, Reichs Luftschutz, etc. Five with pin
fittings to the reverses. (6 items)please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information
pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERST ...[more]

182

Third Reich Eagle Order 2nd Class Breast Badge, in gilt and enamel with pin fixing to the reverse. Pin stamped “800”.please make sure
you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND
UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDINGThis auction ...[more]

183

Kriegsmarine 1st Pattern E-Boat Badge, complete with pin and catch to the reverse. Also complete with hook to the top. Much of the
finish remains to the award.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD TH ...[more]

184

Third Reich SA Expert Horseman’s Award, silvered bronze example with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Makers mark to the
reverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDD ...[more]

185

Third Reich Geheime Staatspolizei (Gestapo) Disc, brass oval disc with eagle and swastika to the centre of the obverse, the reverse
with Geheime Staatspolizei and numbered “3645”. Disc is polished and worn.please make sure you have read and understood the
information in the auction information pageP ...[more]

186

German Army (Heer) / Waffen-SS Tank Destruction Strip, silver brocade with black embroidered borders and metal panzer tank to the
centre. Cloth backing to the reverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information
pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDER ...[more]

187

German Army (Heer) Paratroopers Qualification Badge, gilt metal wreath with down winged army eagle to the top and silvered diving
eagle to the centre. Complete with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Un-maker marked example.please make sure you have read and
understood the information in the aucti ...[more]

188

Third Reich Hitler Youth 1939 Kreissieger Award Badge, brass and enamel example with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Marked to
the reverse “G BREHMER MARKNEUKIRCHEN”.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction
information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND U ...[more]

189

Luftwaffe Observers Qualification Badge, two piece example with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Maker marked “C J Juncker Berlin
SW”. Silver frosting to the wreath and good patina to eagle.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the
auction information pagePLEASE MAKE S ...[more]

190

Luftwaffe Reconnaissance Operational Flying Clasp with Additional Operations Pendant, gold grade clasp with silvered eagles head to
the centre. Attached to the bottom of the clasp is the additional operations pendant. Complete with pin and catch fixing to the
reverse.please make sure you have read a ...[more]

191

Third Reich NSRL Heavy Athletics Award Badge, gilded zinc example with pin back fixing to the reverse. Maker marked “HANS GNAD
WIEN”.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDD ...[more]

192

Third Reich NSDAP Golden Party Badge, small type gilt and enamel badge with pin back fixing to the reverse. Numbered “83300” and
maker marked on the pin base “JOS FUESS MUNCHEN”.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the
auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE REA ...[more]

193

Third Reich Deutsche Rotes Kreuz (German Red Cross) Breast Order Decoration, silver and enamel large breast order with white
enamel cross laid upon a rayed silver backing star and black enamel eagle and swastika mounted to the top. Complete with heavy duty
pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Feint ...[more]

194

Luftwaffe Spanish Cross with Swords in Silver, convex style award with pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Stamped with makers mark
“CEJ” to the centre of the reverse. Frosted finish to the obverse.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the
auction information pagePLEASE M ...[more]

195

Free City of Danzig Gau Badge, silvered oval badge with brooch pin fitting to the reverse. Good condition.please make sure you have
read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD
THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BIDDINGThis auction comprises a ...[more]

196

Luftwaffe Ground Assault Combat Badge, late zinc type with painted wreath. Complete with needle pin and catch fixing. Un-maker
marked.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS INFORMATION BEFORE BID ...[more]

197

Third Reich NSFK Balloon Pilots Qualification Badge, solid example with separate pin and catch fixing to the reverse. Stamped with
numbers “231240”. Frosted silver finish to the award.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction
information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HA ...[more]

198

Luftwaffe Reconnaissance Operational Flying Clasp, silver grade example with eagles head to the centre. Complete with pin and catch
fixing to the reverse. Un-maker marked example.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction
information pagePLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE RE ...[more]

199

Legion Condor Panzer Assault Combat Badge, silver grade example with pin back and catch fixing to the reverse. Pin is stamped “925”
and “21”. Dark patina.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE MAKE
SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS IN ...[more]

200

Spanish Cross Next of Kin Medal, bronze Spanish Cross award as awarded to the next of kin of fallen soldiers during the Spanish Civil
war. Complete with ribbon.please make sure you have read and understood the information in the auction information pagePLEASE
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD T ...[more]

